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2Missana catalogue

Missana.es

At Missana we have spent more than 25 years 
working on what we love most: handmade 
upholstered furniture.
This catalogue is a cutting-edge and contemporary 
collection designed by numerous worldwide 
designers, for which we have used premium 
materials and high-end finishes to offer the best 
quality for contract and hospitality projects.
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Pepe Albargues, cofounder of Missana

Missana’s collection is the result of carrying out 
a process of research and development in order 
to produce each item with emotion, passion and 
affection. Every product reflects the essence of our 
philosophy: optimism, craftsmanship and colour.

We call our company’s philosophy “Made locally”.  
It is known for having a supply chain located in 
areas less than 60km from our facilities. This is an 
indication of our intentions, respect and admiration 
for the local products and for the local artisans.
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Acoustic panels



6Pause by PerezOchando

Create your favorite compositions. Dare to play 
(and Pause)!
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7Pause by PerezOchando Missana

Pause is a collection of floor and wall upholstered panels created to help control 
background noise and improve the environment. Pause combines design, modularity 
and simplicity to provide magnificent decorations. Dare to play and create your very own 
eye-catching design with its three geometrical shapes.
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Dimensions

Floor acoustic panel

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Wall acoustic panel

Plywood board covered with Basotec G+ flame retardant.
Upholstered with fabric.
Lacquered iron in structure and base.
Metal anchoring system included. 

Materials

Width /160  Depth /60  Height /163

Width /60  Depth /4  Height /120
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Armchairs



9Agora armchair by Pepe Albargues

The Agora collection means cosiness, comfort 
and style.
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10Agora armchair by Pepe Albargues Missana

Agora collection is inspired by the emblematic building of the Arts and Sciences Centre 
in Valencia Spain and besides it evokes the ancient Greek squares where all trades such 
as business, politics or culture were discussed. Agora has a special character giving the 
collection a warmth and coziness style. 
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Dimensions

Armchair

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Iron and beech wood structure.
Foam CMHR (high resilience and flame retardant) for all our cushion filling systems.
Backrest is 50% goose feather and 50% wadding.
Lacquered iron legs.

Materials

Width /78  Depth /98  Height /94  Seat /42



11Agora Petit armchair by Pepe Albargues

An armchair with reduced dimensions designed for 
contract & hospitality projects.
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12Agora Petit armchair by Pepe Albargues Missana

Agora Petit, a sculptural armchair with clean and single shapes inspired by the fashion 
trends from the 70’s, is a must for contract and hospitality projects where reduced 
dimensions are essential. 
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Dimensions

Armchair

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Iron and pine wood structure reinforced with tablex.
Foam CMHR (high resilience and flame retardant) for all our cushion filling systems.
Lacquered wooden fix legs or swivel base (with cost increase).

Materials

Width /65  Depth /70  Height /75  Seat /44  



13Alce armchair by Chris Hardy

Alce, a collection of avant-garde & austere sofas 
with an Australian soul.
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14Alce armchair by Chris Hardy Missana

Alce is an Immaculate and aesthetic collection giving its armchair and sofa a great 
character. The simplicity of its shapes is just altered by eye-catching and stylish legs.
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Dimensions

Armchair

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Iron structure and MDF board. 
Painted or chromed legs.
Foam CMHR (high resilience and flame retardant) for all our cushion filling systems.

Materials

Width /84  Depth /88  Height /82  Seat /45



15Alice armchair by Pepe Albargues

The white rabbit and its clock were no needed for 
Alice to be on time.
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16Alice armchair by Pepe Albargues Missana

Alice is an armchair that leads us directly to the fun worlds of Alice in Wonderland.
Modern and sleek, Alice is an ideal armchair which can be fitted in any spaces to get 
a relaxing atmosphere.
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Dimensions

Armchair

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Pine wood structure reinforced with plywood and tablex.
Foam CMHR (high resilience and flame retardant) for all our cushion filling systems.
Beech wooden legs.

Materials

Width /72  Depth /90  Height /101  Seat /40  



17Ara armchair by PerezOchando

The high back panel creates a cosy space by 
increasing the sensation of privacy and silence 
in large or busy spaces.
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18Ara armchair by PerezOchando Missana

Ara is more than an ordinary armchair/sofa. It is a multifunctional seating that allows 
everyone to discover an innovative product and a new way of use. This creative armchair/
sofa offers its users the privacy these new times of communication are often demanding.
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Dimensions

Armchair

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Iron backrest structure and pine wood seat structure.
Foam CMHR (high resilience and flame retardant) for all our cushion filling systems.
Cushion 50% goose feathers and 50% combed wadding.
Painted iron legs.

Materials

Width /74  Depth /74  Height /125  Seat /43 



19Block armchair by MUT Design

The Block collection builds outstanding spaces 
with elegant, colorful & fun sofas. 
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20Block armchair by MUT Design Missana

Block is an amazing design inspired by the well-know construction game to give a 
different vision to the conventional upholstered designs. It is evident that its particular 
shape makes it a unique trendy design offering elegance, comfort and above all 
exclusivity.
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Dimensions

Armchair

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Pine wood structure, curved plywood board reinforced with tablex.
Foam CMHR (high resilience and flame retardant) for all our cushion filling systems.

Materials

Width /92  Depth /75  Height /78  Seat /43 



21Cotton armchair by Eli Gutiérrez

A versatile & incredibly fun armchair that 
chameleonly addapts to any space.
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22Cotton armchair by Eli Gutiérrez Missana

Cotton is a cozy and embracing armchair giving warmness and protection to a very 
special audience.This incredible item has been able to find the perfect harmony between 
the volume of its shapes and the comfort. Have fun combining its different sides and its 
metal elements!
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Dimensions

Armchair

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Pine wood structure reinforced with plywood and tablex.
Foam CMHR (high resilience and flame retardant) for all our cushion filling systems.
Painted or chromed iron legs.

Materials

Width /78  Depth /90  Height /104  Seat /43



23Hug armchair by Cristian Reyes

High aesthetic freshness and innovative
character.
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24Hug armchair by Cristian Reyes Missana

Hug has it all, a bit of privacy, a feeling of being hugged by its rounded back shape 
and a unique comfort. An innovative product with an appealing and amazing design 
responding to today’s consumer’s needs.
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Dimensions

Armchair

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Pine wood structure reinforced with plywood and tablex.
Backrest is 50% goose feather and 50% wadding.
Foam CMHR (high resilience and flame retardant) for all our cushion filling systems.
Beech wood legs.

Materials

Width /108  Depth /95  Height /73  Seat /43



25Okapi armchair by PerezOchando

Extreme contrast is what brings Okapi to live and 
provides it with a very strong personality.
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26Okapi armchair by PerezOchando Missana

The mixture between wood and metal for front and back legs gives Okapi the most 
striking contrast ever. This amazing contrast provides Okapi with a very outstanding 
personality and amusement offering a choice of multiple options of colours.
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Dimensions

Armchair

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Iron structure with plywood and tablex.
Foam CMHR (high resilience and flame retardant) for all our cushion filling systems.
Lacquered beech wood front legs and iron paint coated back legs.

Materials

Width /76  Depth /74  Height /102  Seat /40    



27Oslo armchair by Pepe Albargues

Mediterranean character & Nordic functionality.
This collection suits a wide variety of spaces 
and styles.
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28Oslo armchair by Pepe Albargues Missana

Oslo collection is made up of a chair, an armchair and a bar stool. This collection makes 
a perfect fusion by merging two different styles: The Mediterranean freshness with 
the Nordic functionality. The purity of its design shows not only the combination of its 
materials but also the warmness of its details. It is a timeless seating system to offer 
superb comfort and durability.
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Dimensions

Armchair

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Beech wood structure.
Foam CMHR (high resilience and flame retardant) for all our cushion filling systems.

Materials

Width /65  Depth /60  Height /73  Seat /44



29Pigro armchair by Studio Pastina

Pigro quietly recalls the 1920’s modern design 
classics.
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30Pigro armchair by Studio Pastina Missana

Pigro sofa and armchair have been designed to emphasize and make the difference 
between its three elements: its metal frame, its seat and its backrest. This unique 
combination mixing a metal frame and cushions takes us back to the roaring 20’s, but 
without forgetting to provide the collection with an original and aesthetic touch.
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Dimensions

Armchair

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Pine wood structure, tablex and particles board.
Foam CMHR (high resilience and flame retardant) for all our cushion filling systems.
Painted iron structure legs.

Materials

Width /83  Depth /90  Height /77  Seat /42



31Quetzal armchair by Marc Venot

The color duality makes it an extremely versatile, 
visual & interactive design.
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32Quetzal armchair by Marc Venot Missana

Quetzal is a very visual armchair giving to its 14 overlapped cushions a colourful 
duality. Its unique and special character is able to change the colour of its inner side with 
just a blink of an eye.
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Dimensions

Armchair

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Iron structure.
Foam CMHR (high resilience and flame retardant) for all our cushion filling systems.
Wooden legs.

Materials

Width /100  Depth /100  Height /90  Seat /42
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Benches



34Boomerang bench by Cardeoli

Sophistication inspired by urban arquitecture.
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35Boomerang bench by Cardeoli Missana

The sophisticated and architectural Boomerang collection is inspired by the object with 
the same name. Its minimal design and pure aesthetics make it suitable for any spaces. 
The elegance of its shape provides Boomerang with lightness, ergonomics and comfort.
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Dimensions

Bench

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Paint coated iron structure / gold / copper or chromed iron structure.
Plywood backrest and seat covered with a natural oak wood layer.
Upholstered seat top.

Materials

Width /152  Depth /77  Height /79  Seat /43



36Trampolín bench by Cuatro Cuatros

A very chameleonic collection, its structure seems 
to be suspended.
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37Trampolín bench by Cuatro Cuatros Missana

Trampolin is a collection made up of a chair, bar stool and a bench.This very singular 
collection with a Bauhaus inspiration makes it a perfect choice to get a functional, 
comfortable and light atmosphere.
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Dimensions

Bench

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Chrome plated or painted iron structure.
Foam CMHR (high resilience and flame retardant) for all our cushion filling systems.
Removable backrest and seat covers.

Materials

Width /135  Depth /49  Height /83  Seat /44



38Valentino bench by Pepe Albargues

Valentino invites the user to play around & create 
their own color combination.
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39Valentino bench by Pepe Albargues Missana

Valentino is a pure and modest bench, but it can become really amusing if its five 
cushions are combined into a gorgeous explosion of colours. Get your unique and 
personal style!
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Dimensions

Bench

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Beech wood structure.
Foam CMHR (high resilience and flame retardant) for all our cushion filling systems.

Materials

Width /150  Depth /45  Height /45
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Chairs



41Agora chair by Pepe Albargues

 The Agora collection creates an atmosphere of 
contemporary elegance.
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42Agora chair by Pepe Albargues Missana

Agora chair has a remarkable architectural wire backrest that brings a graphic and 
unique touch of elegance for any decorative areas. Vintage and modern lines have been 
exquisitely combined together to offer a contemporary and minimal design emphasizing 
its backrest.
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Dimensions

Chair

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Iron structure and particles board.
Foam CMHR (high resilience and flame retardant) for all our cushion filling systems.
Now suitable also for sheltered outdoor spaces.
Painted or chromed iron structure.

Materials

Width /54  Depth /64  Height /79  Seat /46    



43Boomerang chair by Cardeoli

Sophistication inspired by urban arquitecture.

43



44Boomerang chair by Cardeoli Missana

The sophisticated and architectural Boomerang collection is inspired by the object with 
the same name. Its minimal design and pure aesthetics make it suitable for any spaces. 
The elegance of its shape provides Boomerang with lightness, ergonomics and comfort.

44

Dimensions

Chair

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Paint coated iron structure / gold / copper or chromed iron structure.
Plywood backrest and seat covered with a natural oak wood layer.
Upholstered seat  top.

Materials

Width /54  Depth /54  Height /76  Seat /46



45Nest chair by Paula Rosales

Nest allows to create different compositions that 
grow as constellations.
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46Nest chair by Paula Rosales Missana

Nest is a collection with a great versatility of elements in order to create a huge variety of 
compositions. One of its major features is characterized by its circular shape, to become 
a benchmark for a demanding audience.
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Dimensions

Chair

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Iron structure and MDF board.
Foam CMHR (high resilience and flame retardant) for all our cushion filling systems.
Painted or chromed legs.

Materials

Width /54  Depth /56  Height /96  Seat /46



47Oslo chair by Pepe Albargues

Mediterranean character & Nordic functionality.
This collection suits a wide variety of spaces 
and styles.
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48Oslo chair  by Pepe Albargues Missana

Oslo collection is made up of a chair, an armchair and a bar stool. This collection makes 
a perfect fusion by merging two different styles: The Mediterranean freshness with 
the Nordic functionality. The purity of its design shows not only the combination of its 
materials but also the warmness of its details. It is a timeless seating system to offer 
superb comfort and durability.
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Dimensions

Chair

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Beech wood structure.
Foam CMHR (high resilience and flame retardant) for all our cushion filling systems.

Materials

Width /59  Depth /50  Height /75  Seat /46  



49Rider chair by Pavel Vetrov

Inspired by the frame of a bicycle.
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50Rider chair by Pavel Vetrov Missana

The Rider chair and bar stool by the Ukrainian designer Pavel Vetrov have been designed 
to meet the needs of different contract environments such as restaurants, bars, offices, 
co-working spaces and common areas among many others. It is an appealing and 
extremely versatile collection that easily integrates in various decorative styles.
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Dimensions

Chair

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Crome plated or painted iron structure.
Foam CMHR (high resilience and flame retardant) for all our cushion filling systems.

Materials

Width /50  Depth /56  Height /82  Seat /48  



51Trampolín chair by Cuatro Cuatros

A very chameleonic collection, its structure seems 
to be suspended.
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52Trampolín chair by Cuatro Cuatros Missana

Trampolin is a collection made up of a chair, bar stool and a bench.
This very singular collection with a Bauhaus inspiration makes it a perfect choice to get a 
functional, comfortable and light atmosphere.
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Dimensions

Chair

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Chrome plated or painted iron structure.
Foam CMHR (high resilience and flame retardant) for all our cushion filling systems.
Removable backrest and seat covers.

Materials

Width /47  Depth /49  Height /83  Seat /47
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Ottomans



54Alice ottoman by Pepe Albargues

The white rabbit and its clock were no needed for 
Alice to be on time.
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55Alice ottoman by Pepe Albargues Missana

Alice is an armchair that leads us directly to the fun worlds of Alice in Wonderland.
Modern and sleek, Alice is an ideal armchair which can be fitted in any spaces to get a 
relaxing atmosphere.
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Dimensions

Round ottoman

Square ottoman

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Pine wood structure reinforced with plywood and tablex.
Foam CMHR (high resilience and flame retardant) for all our cushion filling systems.
Beech wooden legs.

Materials

Width /54  Depth /54  Height /41

Width /54  Depth /54  Height /41  



56Nest ottoman by Paula Rosales

Nest allows to create different compositions that 
grow as constellations.
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57Nest ottoman by Paula Rosales Missana

Nest is a collection with a great versatility of elements in order to create a huge variety of 
compositions. One of its major features is characterized by its circular shape, to become 
a benchmark for a demanding audience.
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Dimensions

Ottoman

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Iron structure and MDF board.
Foam CMHR (high resilience and flame retardant) for all our cushion filling systems.
Painted or chromed legs.

Materials

Width /42  Depth /42  Height /43  



58Toadstool ottoman by Masquespacio

Toadstool is inspired in the visual culture.
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59Toadstool ottoman by Masquespacio Missana

Toadstool collection uses a great variety of material among which fabric, marble, 
wood and golden base are without any doubts the stars of the different items. It is an 
astonishing and very visual design.
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Dimensions &
Materials Big ottoman option 01

Small ottoman option 01

Small ottoman option 02

Table

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Diameter /37  Height /43  
Pine and particles board wooden structure.
Foam CMHR (high resilience and flame retardant) for all our 
cushion filling systems.
Wooden leg with marble base

Diameter /34  Height /38   
Marble leg with golden plated iron base.

Diameter /34  Height /38  
Upholstered and lacquered wooden leg.

Diameter /72  Height /32  
Pine and particles board table top.
Foam CMHR (high resilience and flame retardant).
Upholstered wooden leg, with golden plated iron base.



60Ara ottoman by PerezOchando

An elegant and classic pouf to complement the 
Ara family.
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61Ara ottoman by PerezOchando Missana

This collection has been designed for multifunctional spaces to let everyone discover an 
innovative product as a new way of use. This ottoman is the supporting piece for the sofa 
and armchair.
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Dimensions

Ottoman

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Base pine wood.
Foam CMHR (high resilience and flame retardant) for all our cushion filling systems.
Painted iron legs

Materials

Width /70  Depth /62  Height /45



62Alce ottoman by Chris Hardy

Alce, a collection of avant-garde & austere sofas 
with an Australian soul.
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63Alce ottoman by Chris Hardy Missana

Alce is a collection of avant-garde and austere armchair and sofa with a spotless 
aesthetics owes its profound personality. Alce is a minimal collection due to the 
simplicity of its lines and rounded shapes that make it so unique. Its exclusive legs in the 
shape of an antler are what has given the idea for the name to the product.
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Dimensions

Small ottoman

Large ottoman

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Iron structure and MDF board. 
Painted or chromed legs.
Foam CMHR (high resilience and flame retardant) for all our cushion filling systems.

Materials

Width /85  Depth /60  Height /45  

Width /85  Depth /85  Height /45
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Sofas



65Agora sofa by Pepe Albargues

 The Agora collection creates an atmosphere of 
contemporary elegance.
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66Agora sofa by Pepe Albargues Missana

Agora collection is inspired by the emblematic building of the Arts and Sciences Centre 
in Valencia Spain and besides it evokes the ancient Greek squares where all trades such 
as business, politics or culture were discussed. Agora has a special character giving the 
collection a warmth and coziness style. 
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Dimensions

2 seaters sofa

3 seaters sofa

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Iron and beech wood structure.
Foam CMHR (high resilience and flame retardant) for all our cushion filling systems.
Backrest is 50% goose feather and 50% wadding.
Lacquered iron legs.

Materials

Width /138  Depth /98  Height /94  Seat /42

Width /198  Depth /98  Height /94  Seat /42    



67Alce sofa by Chris Hardy

Alce, a collection of avant-garde & austere sofas 
with an Australian soul.
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68Alce sofa by Chris Hardy Missana

Alce is an Immaculate and aesthetic collection giving its armchair and sofa a great 
character. The simplicity of its shapes is just altered by eye-catching and stylish legs.
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Dimensions

2 seaters sofa

3 seaters sofa

Sofa maxi (3 & a half seaters)

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Iron structure and MDF board. 
Painted or chromed legs.
Foam CMHR (high resilience and flame retardant) for all our cushion filling systems.

Materials

Width /166  Depth /88  Height /82  Seat /45  

Width /200  Depth /88  Height /82  Seat /45

Width /224  Depth /88  Height /82  Seat /45   



69Ara sofa by PerezOchando

The high back panel creates a cosy space by 
increasing the sensation of privacy and silence in 
large or busy spaces.
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This collection has been designed for multifunctional spaces to let everyone discover an 
innovative product as a new way of use. This ottoman is the supporting piece for the sofa 
and armchair.

Dimensions

Sofa

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Iron backrest structure and pine wood seat structure.
Foam CMHR (high resilience and flame retardant) is used for the seats.
Cushion 50% goose feathers and 50% combed wadding.
Painted iron legs.

Materials

Width /130  Depth /75  Height /123  Seat / 45

Ara sofa by PerezOchando Missana 70



71Block sofa by MUT Design

The Block collection builds outstanding spaces 
with elegant, colorful & fun sofas. 
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72Block sofa by MUT Design Missana

Block is an amazing design inspired by the well-know construction game to give a 
different vision to the conventional upholstered designs. It is evident that its particular 
shape makes it a unique trendy design   offering elegance, comfort and above all 
exclusivity.
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Dimensions

2 seaters sofa

3 seaters sofa

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Pine wood structure, curved plywood board reinforced with tablex.
Foam CMHR (high resilience and flame retardant) for all our cushion filling systems.

Materials

Width /150  Depth /75  Height /78  Seat /43

Width /200  Depth /75  Height /78  Seat /43



73Cosmo sofa by La selva 

It’s a “whole”, a perfect combination of elements 
that results in a unique tipology.
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74Cosmo sofa by La selva Missana

Cosmo is a clear reminiscent design from the Nordic products where wooden elements 
play the main role.  The sofa has a perfect balance to provide the room decoration with 
lightness, warmth and elegance.
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Dimensions

3 seaters sofa

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Pine and beech wood structure reinforced with plywood.
Arms and backrest frame treated with the steam bending technique.
Foam CMHR (high resilience and flame retardant) for all our cushion filling systems.

Materials

Width /195  Depth /85  Height /85  Seat /45



75Edith chaise longue by Pepe Albargues 

Edith brings its refined personality and strong 
presence to every hospitality project.
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76Edith chaise longue by Pepe Albargues Missana

Edith is a chaise longue with an asymmetric and organic shape. Its outstanding 
personality with a refined design makes Edith a unique seating suitable for any 
hospitality and contact projects. Its rounded shape and its spongy cushions convey 
an impression of comfort at first glance.
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Dimensions

Chaise longue

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Pine wood structure reinforced with plywood and tablex.
Foam CMHR (high resilience and flame retardant) for all our cushion filling systems.
Back cushions stuffed with 50% goose feather and 50% polyester fibre.

Materials

Width /192  Depth /85  Height /82  Seat /37  



77Hug sofa by Cristian Reyes

High aesthetic freshness and innovative
character.
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78Hug sofa by Cristian Reyes Missana

Hug has it all, a bit of privacy, a feeling of being hugged by its rounded back shape 
and a unique comfort. An innovative product with an appealing and amazing design 
responding to today’s consumer’s needs.

78

Pine wood structure reinforced with plywood and tablex.
Backrest is 50% goose feather and 50% polyester fibre.
Foam CMHR (high resilience and flame retardant) for all our cushion filling systems.
Beech wood legs.

Materials

Dimensions

2 seaters sofa

3 seaters sofa

Sofa maxi (3 & a half seaters)

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Width /168  Depth /95  Height /73  Seat /43    

Width /202  Depth /95  Height /73  Seat /43

Width /226  Depth /95  Height /73  Seat /43



7979Nest sofa by Paula Rosales

Nest allows to create different compositions that 
grow as constellations.



80

Nest is a collection with a great versatility of elements in order to create a huge variety of 
compositions. One of its major features is characterized by its circular shape, to become 
a benchmark for a demanding audience.

Dimensions

Sofa

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Iron structure and MDF board.
Foam CMHR (high resilience and flame retardant) for all our cushion filling systems.
Painted or chromed legs.

Materials

Width /340  Depth /110  Height /80  Seat /41

80MissanaNest sofa by Paula Rosales



81Nest round sofa by Paula Rosales

Nest allows to create different compositions that 
grow as constellations.
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82Nest round sofa by Paula Rosales Missana

Nest is a collection with a great versatility of elements in order to create a huge variety of 
compositions. One of its major features is characterized by its circular shape, to become 
a benchmark for a demanding audience.
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Dimensions

Round sofa with backrest

Round sofa planter

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Iron structure and MDF board.
Foam CMHR (high resilience and flame retardant) for all our cushion filling systems.
Painted or chromed legs.
Stainless steel planter.

Materials

Width /140  Depth /140  Height /80  Seat /44  

Width /140  Depth /140  Height /44  



83Pigro sofa by Studio Pastina

Pigro quietly recalls the 1920’s modern design 
classics.
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84Pigro sofa by Studio Pastina Missana

Pigro sofa and armchair have been designed to emphasize and make the difference 
between its three elements: its metal frame, its seat and its backrest. This unique 
combination mixing a metal frame and cushions takes us back to the roaring 20’s, but 
without forgetting to provide the collection with an original and aesthetic touch.

84

Dimensions

Sofa

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Pine wood structure, tablex and particles board.
Steel structure painted or chromed.
Foam CMHR (high resilience and flame retardant) for all our cushion filling systems.
Painted iron structure legs.

Materials

Width /182  Depth /90  Height /77  Seat /42  



85Simone sofa by Sputnik

Simone seeks to be the main character in every 
play, to be the star of the show in every room.
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86Simone sofa by Sputnik Missana

Simone sofa is so special as the brilliant singer and pianist Nina Simone was.
Its design is so delicate, sensitive and perfect as the design of a piano, always ready 
to play the best melody.
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Dimensions

3 seaters sofa

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Pine wood structure reinforced with plywood.
Foam CMHR (high resilience and flame retardant) for all our cushion filling systems.
Beech wood legs. Golden iron metallic parts.

Materials

Width /182  Depth /76  Height /95  Seat /42  



87Toadstool sofa by Masquespacio

Toadstool is inspired in the visual culture.
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88Toadstool sofa by Masquespacio Missana

Toadstool collection uses a great variety of material among which fabric, marble, 
wood and golden base are without any doubts the stars of the different items. It is an 
astonishing and very visual design.
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Dimensions

Sofa

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Beech, pine and particles board wooden frame.
Foam CMHR (high resilience and flame retardant) for all our cushion filling systems.
2 marble legs with golden plated iron base. 
1 upholstered wood and marble leg, with golden plated iron base.

Materials

Width /160  Depth /75  Height /88  Seat /42   



89Zero sofa by Pepe Albargues

Zero means lightness and comfort.
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Dimensions

Armchair

Armchair W/0 arms

Armchair W/1 arm

2 seater sofa

2 seater sofa W/0 arms

2 seater sofa W/1 arm

3 seater sofa 

3 seater sofa W/0 arms

3 seater sofa W/1 arm

3 seater and a half sofa

3 seater and a half sofa W/0 arms

3 seater and a half sofa W/1 arm

Chaise longue 83

Chaise longue 100

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Width /90  Depth /95  Height /88  Seat /42 

Width /60  Depth /95  Height /88  Seat /42 

Width /80  Depth /95  Height /88  Seat /42 

Width /164  Depth /95  Height /88  Seat /42

Width /144  Depth /95  Height /88  Seat /42

Width /154  Depth /95  Height /88  Seat /42

Width /200  Depth /95  Height /88  Seat /42

Width /180  Depth /95  Height /88  Seat /42

Width /190  Depth /95  Height /88  Seat /42

Width /224  Depth /95  Height /88  Seat /42

Width /204  Depth /95  Height /88  Seat /42 

Width /214  Depth /95  Height /88  Seat /42 

Width /83  Depth /95  Height /88  Seat /42

Width /100  Depth /95  Height /88  Seat /42

Zero means a new beginning but keeping lightness and comfort in order to preserve the 
style of our identity. 

Pine wood structure reinforced with plywood and tablex.
Foam CMHR (high resilience and flame retardant) for all our cushion filling systems.
Backrest cushions stuffed with 50% goose feathers and 50% polyester fibre.
Beech wood legs.

Materials

Zero sofa by Pepe Albargues Missana 90
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92Agora stool by Pepe Albargues

The Agora collection creates an atmosphere 
of contemporary elegance.
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93Agora stool by Pepe Albargues Missana

Agora stool has two different heights featuring a remarkable architectural wire backrest 
that brings a graphic and unique touch of elegance for any decorative areas. Vintage 
and modern lines have been exquisitely combined together to offer a contemporary and 
minimal design emphasizing its backrest.
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Dimensions

Agora bar stool

Agora low stool

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Iron strucutre and particles board.
Foam CMHR (high resilience and flame retardant) for all our cushion filling systems.
Now suitable also for sheltered outdoor spaces.
Painted or chromed iron structure.

Materials

Width /50  Depth /55  Height /99  Seat /79   

Width /50  Depth /52  Height /87  Seat /67    



94Athens stool by Afroditi Krassa

Athens stool is inspired by the fluted details and the 
vertical lines of the classical Greek architecture.
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95Athens stool by Afroditi krassa Missana

Athens bar stool is a product that takes the inspiration from the fluted details and the 
vertical lines of the classical Greek architecture. This bar stool combines elegance and 
functionality. Its main feature is its base formed by three metal pipes taking a nod from 
a classical architectural column.
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Dimensions

Bar stool

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Iron structure and seat particles board.
Foam CMHR (high resilience and flame retardant) for all our cushion filling systems.
Painted iron structure.

Materials

Width /52  Depth /55  Height /101  Seat /80    



96Boomerang stool by Cardeoli

The Boomerang bar stool, same as all Cardeoli’s 
designs, has a very profound architectural influence.
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97Boomerang stool by Cardeoli Missana

The sophisticated and architectural Boomerang collection is inspired by the object with 
the same name. Its minimal design and pure aesthetics make it suitable for any spaces. 
The elegance of its shape provides Boomerang with lightness, ergonomics and comfort.
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Dimensions

Bar stool with backrest

Bar stool without backrest

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Paint coated iron structure / gold / copper chromed iron structure.
Plywood backrest and seat covered with a natural Oak wood layer.
Upholstered seat top.

Materials

Width /47  Depth /48  Height /108  Seat /79  

Width /47  Depth /48  Height /79   



98Nest stool by Paula Rosales

Nest allows to create different compositions that 
grow as constellations.
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99Nest stool by Paula Rosales Missana

Nest is a collection with a great versatility of elements in order to create a huge variety of 
compositions. One of its major features is characterized by its circular shape, to become 
a benchmark for a demanding audience.
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Bar stool without backrest Width /48  Depth /55  Height /74  

Bar stool low Width /57  Depth /53  Height /62  Seat /43    

Dimensions

Bar stool with backrest

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Iron structure and MDF board.
Foam CMHR (high resilience and flame retardant) for all our cushion filling systems.
Painted or chromed legs.

Materials

Width /48  Depth /57  Height /92  Seat /74  



100Oslo stool by Pepe Albargues

Fulfilling the requirements for nowadays interiors.
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101Oslo stool by Pepe Albargues Missana

Oslo collection is made up of a chair, an armchair and a bar stool. This collection makes 
a perfect fusion by merging two different styles: The Mediterranean freshness with 
the Nordic functionality. The purity of its design shows not only the combination of its 
materials but also the warmness of its details. It is a timeless seating system to offer 
superb comfort and durability.
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Dimensions

Bar stool

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Beech wood structure.
Foam CMHR (high resilience and flame retardant) for all our cushion filling systems.

Materials

Width /48  Depth /50  Height /101  Seat /78   



102Rider stool by Pavel Vetrov

Inspired by the frame of a bicycle.
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103Rider stool by Pavel Vetrov Missana

Rider chair and bar stool are inspired by the frame of a bike. Rider is an appealing and 
extremely versatile collection that can be easily integrated into various decorative styles.
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Dimensions

Bar stool

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Crome plated or painted iron structure.
Foam CMHR (high resilience and flame retardant) for all our cushion filling systems.

Materials

Width /50  Depth /56  Height /104  Seat /78    



104Trampolín stool by Cuatro Cuatros

Missana increases the Trampolin family with 
a bar stool suitable for the trendiest contract & 
hospitality projects.
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105Trampolín stool by Cuatro Cuatros Missana

Trampolin is a collection made up of a chair, bar stool and a bench. This very singular 
collection with a Bauhaus inspiration makes it a perfect choice to get a functional, 
comfortable and light atmosphere.
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Dimensions

Bar stool

All measurements are approximate and in cm.

Chrome plated or painted iron structure.
Foam CMHR (high resilience and flame retardant) for all our cushion filling systems.
Removable backrest and seat covers.

Materials

Width /47  Depth /49  Height /103  Seat /76    



106106Fabrics / Wood / Metal

Finishing

At Missana, we offer a great variety of finishes
We work with the best fabric suppliers such as 
Kvadrat, Gabriel, Camira, Svensson, Romo among 
others. We can also upholster our designs with our 
Customer’s Own Material. The legs and frames 
made of natural beech wood are available in
eight different shades and can also be lacquered 
in any RAL colour. We offer three  finishes for the 
metal ones : Chrome, gold and copper, all available 
in gloss or matt and likewise in any RAL colour.
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Missana tapicerías S.L.
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missana@missana.es
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Note: “MISSANA reserves the right to modify or discontinue 
any of the designs printed in this catalogue”.


